
 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Food Action Plan of Good Food York is set out below using the Sustainable Food Cities Network guidance as a template. This is work in                          
progress and at this stage many of the topics are opportunities Good Food York hopes to pursue as resources become available, rather than                       
formal projects with definite target dates. Good Food York has already made substantial progress and has the potential to enhance its impact if                       
we are able to be registered as part of the Sustainable Food Cities Network and receive the associated benefits. Many of these actions require                        
extra capacity, but Good Food York are committed to developing greater resources, knowledge and expertise, to achieve our wider aims. 

 

ACTION PLAN 2017/2018 
 

1. Promoting healthy and sustainable food 

Increasing public awareness of, and interest in, healthy and sustainable food is a vital first step to creating a positive food                     
culture.  

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of measurable outcome(s) Timescale 
1.1.Run healthy eating   

campaigns  
Example areas include   
breastfeeding, healthy  
weight, 5-a-day,  

Work with the following organisations to encourage healthy        
lifestyles and sourcing of local and healthy food:  

- City of York Council (CYC), that has already run healthy          
eating campaigns in deprived communities  

 2018 onwards 
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Eatwell, cook from   
scratch, and sugar, salt    
and fat reduction - that     
aim to change public    
behaviour, particularly  
among hard to reach    
audiences. 

- Public Health, which has are already delivered health        

campaigns, such as Fit Food/Fit Kids. 

- Food Circle, a new organisation (represented on GFY        

Working Group) for local pioneering chefs making links        

with food growers, turning their surplus produce into        

healthy, cost-effective food for local communities. 

- Make it York for the York Food and Drink Festival, the         
UK’s largest annual food and drink festival and a host          
of regular Farmers’ Markets selling healthy local       
produce. 

1.2.Run sustainable food   
campaigns…  
to promote more   
public consumption of   
fresh, seasonal, local,   
organic, sustainably  
sourced fish, high   
animal welfare or   
meat-free food, and   
Fair-Trade food. 

Promoting the use of the following activities, which already         
have an element of sustainability, as resources for food         
shopping and/or places for donations: 

- regular city centre fruit and vegetable market 

- new ‘foodie quarters’ like Fossgate, 5th Quarter and        
‘Bishy Road’ (which won Great British High Street        
Award in 2015/16 for “its community feel and        
emphasis on shop/eat local”)  

- Spark:York, a new container village in the city centre         
with an emphasis on healthy local street food. 

- Community Cafés, as Chill Cafe in Acomb and YourCafe,         
based in Tang Hall Community Centre.  

 2018 onwards 

1.3.Develop a food   
charter...  
that encapsulates the   
food vision for your city     
and encourage  

Establish the food vision for York and suggest pledges for both 
individuals and organisations.  
 
Establish priorities to address food and nutrition issues by 
producing a Food Action Plan to monitor progress. 

Vision and Charter together with an 
Action Plan have been finalised by GFY 
Working Group.  

March 2018 
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organisations to take   
action to turn that    
vision into reality.  

1.4.Develop an identity…  
brand and/or strap-line   
for your city-wide   
initiative and promote   
it to the public as an      
umbrella for all the    
great work on healthy    
and sustainable food in    
your city.  

 

Create a short headline summarising in a few words what 
Good Food York does. The aim is to make the public have an 
immediate understanding of what is the aim of GFY.  
 
 
 
Create an effective logo that includes the words ‘Good Food 
York’. 

GFY headline is ‘Good for people, the 
economy, and the planet’. The concepts 
behind the Working Group decision were 
the three pillars of the triple bottom line.  
 

Contacted the graphic designer of the      
logo Made in Yorkshire - this would aim to         
link the local GFY branding with the       
broader, Made in Yorkshire brand for      
mutual brand recognition. 

March 2018 
 
 
 
 
 
 
April 2018 - 
ongoing 

1.5.Use a variety of    
communications 
tools…  
such as web sites,    
social media,  
magazines, film shows,   
radio and press pieces,    
talks and conferences   
to raise public   
awareness of, and   
interest in, food, health    
and sustainability  
issues. 

 

Create a Facebook and Twitter page to communicate with the          
public and share information about local events, local and         
seasonal food, research findings, food curiosities, etc. a;;        
related to sustainable and healthy food.  

Create a Good Food York website.  

 

 

Create PowerPoint presentations and leaflet to have/give a        
visual support when interacting with the public.  

 

 

Create contact with local media.  

 

A Facebook and a Twitter page have been        
created. Material on both the platforms is       
regularly provided.  

Work with the University of York      
(Department of Computer Science) to     
develop both our website, and associate      
apps to help consumers reduce food      
waste. 

Several PowerPoint presentations have    
been done and shared after the event.  
Two leaflets have been produced for the       
local fairs GFY participated.  

GFY Coordinators, have given interviews     
on the local web-transmitted Two Rivers      

December 
2017 - ongoing 
 
 
February 2018 
- ongoing  
 
 
 
 
October 2017 - 
ongoing 
 
 
 
Dec/Jan 2018  
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Develop links with both the University of York and St. John           
University. 

 

 

Take the opportunities offered (and create new opportunities)        
to raise public awareness/interest in, food, health and        
sustainability issues. 

Radio to explain what is happening in York        
in terms of food  and sustainability.  

Drafting a press release to send to local        
medias if York becomes part of the       
Sustainable Food Cities Network. 

Created a contact within St. John      
University (York) and presented a seminar      
as part of a sustainability module.  

Created a contact within the University of       
York to do two presentations in the frame        
of two summer courses. 

Accepted the local Green Party request to       
be briefed about GFY to inform      
development of its manifesto for local      
elections. 

 
 
March 2018  
 
 
February 2018 
 
 
 
Summer term 
2018 
 
 
2018 ongoing 
 
 

1.6.Create opportunities  
for the public…  
to see, taste and learn     
about healthy and   
sustainable food - for    
example through  
demonstration, sharing  
and celebration events   
such as food festivals    
and ‘town meals’. 

Participate and contribute to food or sustainability-related 
events. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Organise a public local sustainable food event during the York 
Festival of Ideas  

GFY ran displays at the following events: 

- 2017 York Food and Drink Festival, 

- St Nick’s Autumn Fayre 2017; 

- SIAFS ‘Find, Make and Buy Local’      
conference where GFY was able to      
network with over 100 local food      
producers. 

Contacted One Planet York to define the       
location, the day, and the agenda of the        
event that will place during the York       
Festival of Ideas.  

 
 
October 2017 
October 2017 
February 
2018 
 
 
 
December 
2017 - 
ongoing 
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1.7.Map and promote   
community food  
projects...  
and engagement  
opportunities through  
print, broadcast and   
on-line media and/or   
via open days, food    
trails and volunteer   
recruitment and  
support programmes.  

Create a systematic map of York’s local food suppliers and          
making it available to the public 

Promote the use of the map of independent retailers created          
by IndyYork (many retailers are food outlets, that would         
provide a basis for working with them).  

Made a link with The Big Barn, the        
organisation whose mission is “to build      
local food systems to encourage local      
trade and reconnect people with where      
their food comes from”.  

February 
2018 - 
ongoing 
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2. Tackling food poverty, diet-related ill health and access to affordable healthy food 

Tackling food-related inequalities is one of today’s most urgent challenges if we are to stem the rising tide of hunger,                    
obesity and diet-related ill-health.  

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of measurable outcome(s) Timescale 
2.1.Establish a  

multi-agency 
partnership (about  
Food Poverty) -   
involving key public and    
voluntary organisations  
- to assess and tackle     
the full range of issues     
that contribute to food    
poverty in a joined up     
strategic way. 

 

Set up a Food Poverty Alliance with the aim of tackling food            
poverty in York by:  

- mapping issues relating to food poverty  

- mapping existing provision to create a better       
understanding of the gaps and opportunities 

- seeking funding about how to address these issues 

 

 

 

Collaborate with CYC’s People Helping People Volunteering       
Strategy, to establish suitable food poverty related ‘impact        
assessments projects’ and develop appropriate ‘food poverty       
metrics’. 

Set up the York Food Poverty Alliance       
(YFPA) and secured a grant of £10,000       
from Food Power, the national network      
of local Food Poverty Alliances.  

YFPA operates through a separate     
Working Group, that has already met      
for the first time, and report to the        
broader GFY Working Group.  

YFPA research on food poverty in York is        
lead by a Postdoctoral Research Fellow      
in the University of York’s Health      
Sciences department.  

November 
2017 -  
 
 
December 
2017 
 
 
 
March 2018 - 
ongoing 
 

2.2.Promote the living   
wage 
through Local Authority   
commitments and/or  
via campaigns to raise    
employer awareness of   
the impacts of paying    
low wages and the    

Seek ways to support the local Living Wages Coalition of leading           
organisations and businesses (York is a leading Living Wage         
City). 

 2018 onwards 
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benefits of raising   
them. 

2.3.Provide advice, referral   
and support on food    
access… for benefit   
recipients facing delay   
or suspension in   
payments and those in    
need of emergency   
food aid. 

Seeks ways to support York Financial Inclusion Working Group, a          
multi agency body mitigating the impacts of poverty and welfare          
reform agenda on deprived communities/households which      
Includes the provision of food vouchers for those in need. The           
Group has a representative on YFPA. 

 2018 onwards 

2.4.Increase understanding  
of food poverty   
issues… amongst  
health professionals,  
welfare advisers,  
housing and voluntary   
organisations to ensure   
clients can access   
affordable healthy food   
and skills training. 

Explore a possible spin-off, via York Food Poverty Alliance, to          
develop the idea of an integrated food hub to support local           
delivery projects combining various strands of work including        
e.g.   

- rescuing food that would otherwise go to waste; 
- to retain it as far as possible in the human food chain;  
- training for families in how to make delicious, low cost          

and nutritional meals;  
- opportunities for volunteering in community growing      

and cooking project. 

 2018 onwards 

2.5.Provide healthy weight   
services and  
initiatives… from  
dieting and nutrition   
advice and support to    
exercise programmes  
and facilities. 

Build on the work being done by the Council’s wellbeing service,           
and Active York sport and leisure partners. 
 

 

Present workshop at a major joint One       
Planet York and Health and Wellbeing      
Commissioning Group event.  

June 2018 

2.6.Reduce hunger and   
malnutrition… 

Support CYC Financial Inclusion to expand this work through the          
Financial Inclusion element of the CYC match funding for YFPA          

 2018 onwards 
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amongst vulnerable  
groups by maximising   
the provision and   
uptake of Healthy Start    
vouchers, free school   
meals, meals on wheels    
and lunch clubs.  

(e.g. by expanding the ‘Hungry Holidays’ family picnic schemes,         
piloted in Tang Hall and Chapelfields in 2017). 

2.7.Increase the  
availability of healthy   
options… in  
supermarkets, 
convenience stores,  
takeaways, vending  
machines and in   
catering settings such   
as nurseries, schools,   
hospitals, care homes   
and workplaces. 

Support school and Academy projects, such as the one ran at 
Scarcroft School, where they recently brought their schools 
meals back ‘in-house’ so that they could control the sourcing of 
ingredients locally whilst ensuring healthy seasonal meals.  

 2018 onwards 

2.8.Curb the development   
of food deserts and    
swamps… to ensure   
people have access to    
affordable healthy food   
within 500 metres of    
where they live and to     
protect the high street    
from being dominated   
by fast food outlets. 

Learn from other SFCs how best to tackle this effectively. 

Collaborate with the Traders Associations for Bishy Road, Front         
Street and Micklegate  

Support the current consultation on Local Plan regulations as         
part of the City’s ‘place making agenda’. 

 

 2018 onwards 
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3. Building community food knowledge, skills, resources and projects  
Grassroots energy, innovation and action are the engine of positive food change and it is vital that individuals and                   
communities can build the knowledge, skills, resources and projects to make that change happen.  

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of 
measurable 
outcome(s) 

Timescale 

3.1.Incorporate food growing in local     
development... through the creation    
of roof gardens and community     
growing spaces in residential housing     
and commercial developments.  

GFY will endorse Policy GI5 in the York Draft Local Plan, currently            
out for consultation, which states that “Development proposals will         
be supported which: Provide allotments and productive land, to         
encourage local food production and its benefits to education and          
healthy living”. 

 

 2018 onwards 

3.2.Increase community food growing…    
through additional allotment   
provision, edible landscapes and    
through initiatives such as The Big Dig       
and Incredible Edible. 

 

We are already working very closely with Edible York, who are           
represented on the GFY Working Group. Their aim is to help people            
get closer to the food they eat. (See:        
http://www.edibleyork.org.uk/). 

The York Local Plan evidence base – Open Space Study, refreshed in            
2017, shows the location and level of provision of allotments and           
highlights surplus and shortages of allotment and other open space          
typologies. 

CYC allotments have very recently handed their allotments over to          
a new Charity and GFY will work closely with it to promote greater             
opportunities for local sustainable food growing. 

Edible York have 
agreed to be the 
authorised holder of 
the grant funds for 
the York Food Poverty 
Alliance.  

January 2018  

3.3.Improve food education and    
engagement in schools… through    
holistic programmes, such as the Food      
for Life Partnership, which include     

Collaborate with schools which already have allotments and classes         
for food production and preparation, in order to develop         
independent skills. 

 2018 onwards 
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growing, cooking, farm visits and     
improvements to meals and dining     
culture.  

3.4.Provide training opportunities on    
buying and cooking… nutrition and     
hygiene and access to community     
kitchens for a variety of audiences      
including young adults, families and     
the vulnerable elderly.  

Build links with the new Burnholme Community Hub, which will be           
managed by United Response and have a training kitchen for adults           
with learning disabilities to help them develop independent skills.  

 2018 onwards 

3.5.Change local authority policy and     
practice… to enable individuals and     
communities to get better access to      
resources that could be used for food       
enterprises or projects. 

Work closely with the City of York Council to identify new policies 
which encourage enterprises and projects. 
For example, promoting the  use of the independent York 
Allotments Association created by the City of York Council. 

 2018 onwards 
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4. Promoting a vibrant sustainable food economy  

If we are going to transform food culture and the systems that support it, food mustn’t just be good for people and the                       
planet, it must also be good for local economies, businesses and jobs. 

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of measurable outcome(s) Timescale 
4.1.Develop strategies, policies   

and services… that actively    
promote and support the    
development and long term    
success of healthy and    
sustainable food businesses.  

 

Working with Make it York, who are represented on the GFY           
Working Group, we will highlight the need for an increased          
focus on environmental and social sustainability. 

Help develop strategies which meet these aims, whilst still         
developing a successful economic model (based on local        
Yorkshire delicacies) which can appeal to local residents and         
tourists alike. 

Help widen the impact of a scheme to take underutilised fruit           
and vegetables which are produced locally, and use them to          
produce high value chutneys and preserves to sell at local          
restaurants. A current scheme does this with produce grown at          
Askham Bryan College and with products sold at Skosh         
restaurant with profits going to support local Food Poverty         
projects. 

 2018 onwards 

4.2 Support new sustainable   
food entrepreneurs… by   
providing them with   
vocational training and   
business planning, finance,   
development advice,  
support and/or grants. 

 

Collaborate with The Kindling Trust, to help them extend their          
range of operations across the North of England (e.g help for           
young farmers to set up SMEs to pursue pioneering new          
agricultural businesses with a focus on organic and sustainable         
growing).  

Work with York AgriFood through our University of York         
representative. 

Food Circle (represented on GFY 
Working Group) met the 
representatives from The Kindling 
Trust and reported back during 
March GFY Working group meeting.  

2018 onwards 
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Work with Biovale centres of excellence through MiY with the          
SIAFS project.  

4.3. Promote healthy and   
sustainable food  
businesses… through  
the use of a range of      
communication tools  
such as marketing   
campaigns, directories,  
‘restaurants weeks’ and   
food awards. 

Support the City of the York Council in ongoing activities,          
including the Hygiene Awards scheme and help set baseline         
standards. 

 

 2018 onwards 
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5. Transforming catering and food procurement 

With nearly 50% of all food eaten outside the home, catering and procurement offers one of the most effective                   
ways to drive large scale changes in healthy and sustainable food.  

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of measurable 
outcome(s) 

Timescale 

5.1. Establish a food procurement     
working group… network or    
equivalent forum, to bring together     
procurement officers, caterers,   
suppliers and other decision-makers. 

 

Draw up effective procurement strategies, by beginning to        
strengthen the focus on quality and sustainability at        
reasonable cost.  

Contribute to the programme that is undertaken by the         
Combined Authority, of which York is part of, to ensure          
Councils and their local partners derive more social value         
through procurement and commissioning. 

Preparatory work by visiting  

- the opening of Durham’s    
multi-agency sustainable  
food procurement agency   
on 25th October 2017,  

- Middlesbrough Food  
Partnership on 27th   
February 2018 to hear    
about their work on    
procurement.  

2018 onwards 

5.2. Adopt a city-wide Sustainable     
Food Procurement policy… that    
incorporates specific commitments on    
a range of health, sustainability     
and/or ethical issues. 

Establish the bases for a future procurement policy.  

 

 2018 onwards 

5.3. Persuade individual public sector     
organisations… to adopt specific food     
policies e.g. nutrition standards,    
healthy catering and vending, ‘tap     
water only’ and ethical standards such      
as cage-free and Fairtrade. 

Working with the City of York Council, via the One Planet           
York network, we will develop a public-sector       
collaboration for sustainable food practices. 

 

 2018 onwards 
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6. Reducing waste and the ecological footprint of the food system  

With nearly half of all food thrown away, reducing food waste has huge potential social, economic and environmental                  
benefits. But it's not just about waste. How food is produced, processed, packaged and transported are also vital in                   
managing its ecological footprint.  

 

OBJECTIVE/AMBITION Action area(s)  Evidence of measurable 
outcome(s) 

Timescale 

6.1. Run city-wide campaigns… to 
raise public awareness of food waste 
and how to reduce it such as Love 
Food Hate Waste, Feeding the 
5000, The Pig Idea and Disco Soup.  

Look for opportunities to engage with partners to conduct         
campaigns to reduce all kinds of food waste. 

 

 

After joining the SFC network, participate with national        
campaigns on food waste. 

Attended a workshop at the 
University of York which, as part of 
a One Planet Week, launched the 
University’s Waste Strategy 
Working Group. 

February 2018 
- ongong 

6.2 Collect harvest surplus and     
unwanted produce… from local    
farms and food growing sites through      
a crop-gleaning/abundance and   
volunteering scheme to divert    
harvested produce unwanted by    
retailers.  

 

Work closely with Abundance (York), who are an adjunct to          
Edible York, to learn from their smaller-scale experience and         
spot opportunities for expansion in the areas suggested and         
perhaps link this with the People Helping People        
Volunteering Strategy.  

Promote gleaning unused vegetables in York’s rural       
hinterland and redirecting agricultural produce that would       
otherwise go to waste.  

 2018 onwards 

6.3. Collect and redistribute    
consumable surplus food… to    
organisations feeding people in need,     
while working to raise the nutritional      
standards of the food being offered. 

Work with, and expand, ongoing local initiatives to        
redistribute food in York. Several examples include       
Yourcafe, Chill Cafe, Food not Bombs, St Luke’s, and St          
Michael le Belfry and we will engage with, and learn from,           
these specific projects. 

 2018 onwards 
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